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maintenance is regarded as the last and least
rewarding step of software development,
with most of the effort focused on the de-
sign and implementation. Thus, software
engineering tends to concentrate on a small
part of the software life cycle.7

What happens when we shift our per-
spective and embed the implementation
stage inside the maintenance step? Software
development becomes an initial base design
followed by maintenance because the initial
design stage now considers maintenance as
the next step (see Figure 1b). The base de-
sign specifies the design schemes and how
they will handle quality assurance and re-
quirement changes.8 This focus ensures that
the software to be designed is maintainable,
because once the base design is finished,
maintenance starts, even if there is nothing
implemented yet.

When we place maintenance at the same

level as design and implementation, the en-
tire software development process focuses
on the area that demands the most time,
money, and effort.3 This focus allows not
only the development of better-quality soft-
ware but also software that is more adapt-
able to subsequent changes. The software is
easy to maintain simply because of the way
it was designed and developed. This is espe-
cially important when we consider that
maintainability is obviously related to the
skills of the maintenance team, the tools
available, the process’s maturity, and so on.9

Considering software maintenance before it
is even implemented is akin to asking who
will use my software and how five years af-
ter I develop it. In other words, maintenance
begins where development begins.10

The case study project we present here is
an excellent opportunity to see if this kind
of approach reduces costs, shortens devel-
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opment time, and increases software stabil-
ity. Our objective is to compare and weigh
this paradigm against the traditional
method of software development in the
video game domain.

Starting the project
Between 1996 and 1999, a multidiscipli-

nary team from the Schools of Engineering
and Psychology at the Pontificia Universi-
dad Católica de Chile undertook a project
for developing handheld video games with
educational content11 that used mainte-
nance-oriented design and development.
The project had an experimental focus and
was initially based on Nintendo’s handheld
GameBoy device. Seven different games
with up to eight distinct content sets were
developed with maintenance in mind.

From the software development view-
point, this project posed a series of challenges:

� Because the project itself was experimen-
tal, our initial specifications were highly
unstable. In fact, we derived most of
them in tandem with the project as we
analyzed our results. This was because
we had to derive the specifications for
the user interface and game playability
from the users (children) and the specifi-
cations for the experiment as well as the
educational contents from the experi-
menters (psychologists and educators).

� The hardware platform for which we
had to develop the software was un-
known to us and not definitive. It also
differed from traditional software devel-
opment environments in its lack of
tools, the nature of its applications, and
the programming languages it used.

� Because the software was to be used ex-
perimentally in a wide variety of scenar-
ios, it was critical that it be easily mod-
ifiable to rapidly adapt to a variety of
different specifications and situations.

� Software stability was also an issue be-
cause failures could seriously affect the
credibility of our results as well as the
games’ classroom usage. The software’s
embedded nature (stored in flash mem-
ory) also prevented on-the-fly correc-
tions or modifications.

Most of these challenges are probably
quite typical of most software development

projects. What is essentially different in this
case is not how we solved these problems,
but how we viewed the software develop-
ment process. Our different perspective
minimized the impact that these problems
would have in later stages.

The four challenges the project faced
concerned changes to the software. Ac-
counting for the fact that maintenance is a
process of change management,12 it made
sense to consider the software’s develop-
ment from a maintenance viewpoint from
the beginning.

The project’s evolution
Initially, the project concentrated on de-

veloping a prototype game called Selva,
which would serve as an initial experiment
for playability and resource stress and pro-
vide immediate feedback to the develop-
ment team. This prototype’s construction
followed the traditional approach to soft-
ware development. We use this experience
in this article as the control case, whose re-
sults we will compare with our proposed
maintenance-oriented method.

Once we completed this prototype game,
we had enough knowledge of the require-
ments and development issues involved so as
to start the formal production of all the games
needed (eventually seven games on different
topics). Because we would have to carry out a
maintenance process later, the part of the
team in charge of the games’ design and im-
plementation analyzed the areas that would
most commonly need maintaining:

� Modifications to the game levels (in-
crease challenge, update artwork, ac-
commodate technological limitations)

� Modifications in each game’s dynamics
(make games more fun)

� Change interface (improve usability and
children’s comprehension of game)
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� Modifications to each game’s educa-
tional schema (change educational con-
tents and adjust game’s self-regulation
mechanism, which reacts to user skill)

Because it was clearly inefficient to sit
down and work out a stable design for each
separate game, we decided to delimit the do-
main of the games by establishing a base of
common features and properties. We could
thus develop a specific set of tools for each
domain as well as a game engine to support
them. The purpose of these tools was to al-
low better maintenance by providing an au-
tomated and standardized specification mod-
ification process. We designed these tools to
allow fast and efficient maintenance of soft-
ware that wasn’t completely designed yet and
to let each specific game developer easily test
his or her changes directly on the engine. By
working with high-level specifications and
covering a significant part of the final appli-
cations, these tools went one step beyond
maintenance to support graphic design and
implementation tasks.

We decided to implement 2D, four-way
scrolling games, populated with objects
sharing a set of standard properties and
common behaviors. We created another ex-
perimental case (a second version of Selva)
that used our maintenance-oriented ap-
proach, which we respecified using the tools
we already developed. Figure 2 shows the
general game architecture that we defined.

The tools
A game is made up of a sequence of sce-

narios, each one containing a decorative
background, an infrastructure of static ob-
jects (such as floor, walls, and statues), and
a set of dynamic objects (such as protago-
nists and enemies). A content manager de-
cides when and what text and graphics to
show using any of the scenario constituents.
Under this scheme, a particular game adds
its own specific logic, mainly by extending
the funcionality of the objects shown. Fig-
ure 3 shows the structure of the software
domain engine that executes the high-level
specifications from the editors in runtime
(explained further in the next section).

Scenario editor and validator tool 
The first three maintenance areas (game

levels, game dynamics, and interface modifi-
cations) are related in that they deal with the
specification and modifications that redefine
different aspects of usability, playability, and
entertainment. We considered these areas
when we developed the scenario editor and
validator tool under a standardized scheme
all game designs could share. We developed
the scenario editor and validator tool to gen-
erate more automated code and data than is
generated in the traditional approach. This
tool allows the specification of the standard-
ized virtual game world (or scenario) in
which the game takes place, including the
background and the objects with which the
protagonist can interact (such as the floor,
boxes, and enemies).

Figure 4 shows how the designer specifies
the properties that a given visual object has
within the game. In Figure 4a, a palette lets
us choose a graphic object (bitmap) from
those that are available. These objects’ at-
tributes are defined with the properties edi-
tor (see Figure 4b)—for instance, the ob-
jects’ position in the scenario, the way the
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game’s protagonist and antagonists will in-
teract with the object (collision properties),
and other scenario-specific attributes. When
time- or event-driven dynamic objects exist,
the designer uses the same properties editor
to specify aspects such as movement trajec-
tories, and simple behavior rules.

The scenario editor and validator tool
also allows the automatic management and
validation of system parameters such as
video RAM usage (amount of tiles and
sprites available) and ROM placement (au-
tomatic paging). For example, it can indi-
cate the area with the greatest amount of
tiles used. We can also modify the hard-
ware-dependent system parameters from
within the tool. This lets the tool produce
game data for different hardware platforms
in a highly automated fashion.

All these features help the tool generate
scenario specifications that a common soft-
ware engine can run compatibly with all the
project’s different game designs. This same
tool, from a maintenance perspective, lets
the designer adjust all kinds of game pa-
rameters such as artwork modification and
object properties. This quality of the sce-
nario editor—integrating implementation
and maintenance in a common tool and
process that provide deep automation—is
the result of looking at maintenance from
the get-go. The only drawback in this case is
the loss of flexibility in software design, due
to the generative approach taken.

Educational content editor tool
We designed the educational content edi-

tor to manage the educational contents in-
cluded in each game, which is the remaining
maintenance area to be addressed. This tool
and its scheme standardize and automate
the educational aspects of all games, im-
proving general maintenance and allowing
for modifications of each game’s specific ed-
ucational schema. For example, the designer
could specify general educational parame-
ters such as how many different levels of ed-
ucational content (levels of difficulty and
different activities) to use and the exercises’
maximal parameters. The exercise editor
determines each exercise’s actual contents;
the editor allows for the definition of any
particular characteristic pertaining to a cer-
tain exercise. 

Additionally, the tool permits generation

of reports for each game’s contents, detail-
ing all the design parameters. In essence, the
tool allows for the specification of the de-
sign information that is relevant to each
game’s educational contents as well as each
exercise’s particulars.

This same tool, now considered from the
maintenance perspective, lets us modify all
the parameters and elements pertaining to
the educational contents and exercises of
each game. The tool focuses on the whole
maintenance phase instead of just the imple-
mentation stage like a standard tool does,
and it has the same functionality and report
generation abilities. The standardized educa-
tional scheme allows an automated and
more stable content generation process for
all possible games within the domain.

We developed this tool figuring that its
users would be mostly educators and psy-
chologists with no particular experience in
software development or this project’s spe-
cial nature. Experience shows that, for
them, maintaining and developing was es-
sentially the same—that is, they perceived
the entire development process as iterative
maintenance.

Comparative analysis
In any video game process, there are two

kinds of design. The first relates to the con-
ceptual design, which produces a semifor-
mal high-level specification of the game13—
that is, a written or graphic script describing
its characters, scenarios, and so on. This is
the input for the software design itself,
which consists of creating a software model
for the target platform.

Tables 1 and 2 show the respective phases
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for both cases in our project, the control and
the experiment. The tables also list the kinds
of tasks that each phase includes.

The design and implementation tasks are
related to the static structure of a scenario
(walls, floors, and background), the game’s
dynamics (object movements, animations,
and interactions), the educational content’s
presentation scheme configuration (the
rules for choosing exercises from the con-
tent database), and the contents themselves
(a pair of numbers to add and the alterna-
tives to choose). They all must be repeatedly
tuned and changed for experimental and de-
bugging reasons. These tasks were easier to
fulfill in the maintenance-oriented process,
because the tool automated them. This cre-
ated a safer maintenance job because the au-
tomatically generated code was stable. Only
manually created data and logic were still
susceptible to errors (after reaching tool and
library stability), which, in this case, meant
less code was susceptible to errors than in
the control Selva (tools generated most of
the code and data). Also, the existence of a
common structure in the games made it eas-
ier to localize a game’s changing points
when fixing an error. Additionally, timelines
became predictable, process control im-
proved, and thus the project stayed on
budget. However, the loss of flexibility im-
posed by the automation added restrictions
to the games that made finding a successful
final design difficult for some of them.

We used these new tool-based games for
our experiment with the children. The exper-
iment created the need for intensive testing,
which produced special maintenance needs
not present in the standard case—the mainte-
nance approach’s benefits became more im-
portant than ever. These extra maintenance
tasks produced phases that consisted of

� comprehensive bug-finding sessions by
game testers (before the children’s exper-
iment), reported to the development
team for bug fixing and eventual redesign

� playability experimentation feedback,
sent to the development team for main-
tenance updating of the software

� evaluation of educational content based
on teachers’ feedback and children’s
knowledge evaluations (to evolve con-
tents into more effective exercises and
configurations)
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Table 1
Standard process tasks by project phase

(traditional approach)
Process phase Common tasks

Design Conceptual design: story, characters, special objectives,
interactions, educational content’s presentation system

Scenario design specified in drawing tool
Design of custom educational contents

Implementation Game dynamics; testing and tuning
Scenario data calculation and validation; testing
Educational content’s presentation logic; testing
Educational content’s data testing
Additional game logic; testing

Design maintenance Conceptual design changes (major redesign decisions)
Scenario design modifications in drawing tool
Changes to educational content or addition of new set

Implementation Game dynamics retuning
maintenance Modified scenario data calculation and validation; testing

Educational content’s presentation logic modification; testing
Additional game logic modification; testing
Enhancement or refactoring of standard implementation tasks

Table 2
Maintenance-oriented process tasks 

by project phase
Process phase Common tasks

Common base  Creation of scenario structure and game dynamics scheme
design Creation of educational contents and configurable 
(for all games) presentation scheme

Tool design
Specific base design Conceptual design under common scheme restrictions: story,

characters, special objects, objectives, interactions, configu-
tion of educational content’s presentation system configuration

Design of overall scenario structure and game dynamics in Scenario
Editor; automatic error-free data validation and generation
Educational content’s presentation configuration in Contents Editor
Initial educational contents specified in Contents Editor

Design maintenance Conceptual design changes, under common scheme
Editing of scenario’s static structure and game dynamics edition 

in Scenario Editor; automatic error-free validation and 
generation of new data

Editing of educational content’s presentation configuration in 
Contents Editor

Editing of educational contents in Contents Editor
Implementation Tuning of game dynamics specification
maintenance Scenario data playability testing

Educational content’s configuration tuning
Calculation of educational contents’ data effectiveness 
Additional game logic enhancement and changes; testing



Metrics comparison
Table 3 shows effort in person-hours for

the different tasks involved in the life cycles
of the standard Selva (control case) and the
maintenance-oriented Selva (experimental
case). First, we identify the costs of building
a complete Selva scenario in each case. In the
standard Selva, we used a commonly avail-
able drawing tool to build the static objects
infrastructure and the dynamic objects of the
scenario from scratch, with almost the same
facilities provided by the specific editing tool
used in the new Selva. This explains the sim-
ilarity in costs. However, the hand-coded dy-
namics and the almost hand-made postpro-
cessing of the scenario data in the standard
Selva involved the most significant cost dif-
ference from the maintenance-oriented
Selva, as Table 3 shows, because the scenario
editor automated this task.

Analyzing the standard scenario modifi-
cation, we see that the design change’s cost
is generally minimal, but the compiler-level
data calculation, validation, and debugging
make a difference again. Without the avail-
ability of the scenario editor, the team had
to redo an average of half the postprocess-
ing, given the fact that the scenario was ex-
tremely wide and short and that the mean
change was located in the middle of it. Con-
sidering that each game had at least three
scenarios and that implementation of the
common scenario scheme design and the
tool construction debugging consumed
about 100 and 160 person-hours of work,
the maintenance-oriented approach was
more economically feasible even for the first
releases of the games.

The educational dimension is another
major area of maintenance. Table 4 shows
the costs of educational-content-related
tasks for each case. In the standard approach
(single-game production), the educational
content and its presentation were a single de-
sign task, specified in a text editor or spread-
sheet and then included in the game along
with the specific code needed. In the mainte-
nance-oriented approach, the standard
scheme separated the presentation configu-
ration process from the content specifica-
tion, the latter being formatted according to
the configuration defined in the former. Al-
though this diminished flexibility, the whole
content design for a game took less time in
this case due to the Content Editor’s avail-

ability, and the automated implementation
avoided the introduction of logic-related
bugs in the process. Also, as we see in Table
4, the modification tasks are highly opti-
mized in the maintenance-oriented case.

For a stable version, the cost of developing
the scheme design and library implementa-
tion, along with the tool construction, meant
a total of approximately 160 person-hours.
Again, this investment was fully rewarded
considering each game’s extensibility and
maintenance-driven life cycle and that there
were at least four versions of each game with
different contents and configurations.

T he maintenance-oriented approach
we adopted from the beginning of
the process contributed to a defini-

tive gain in lower and standardized mainte-
nance costs. Process control and software sta-
bility were strengthened, because code was
modified only in defined places and mainte-
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Table 3
Scenario development costs for the 

control and experimental case
Task Standard Selva Maintenance-oriented Selva

(person-hours) (person-hours)

Scenario specification from scratch 10 8
Complete scenario coding, 80 0 (automated)

calculation, validation, and debugging
Scenario design modification (tuning) 1 1
Calculation, validation, and debugging 40 0 (automated)

of modified scenario

Table 4
Contents development task costs for 
the control and experimental case

Task Standard Selva Maintenance-oriented Selva
(person-hours) (person-hours)

Design of educational 10 8
content and presentation

Implementation of content 40 1 (automated)
and presentation

Presentation or content modification 6 1 (implementation automated)



nance did not introduce new code. Unfortu-
nately, though, variability in game design de-
creased. For this approach to be successful,
the software domain must be carefully cir-
cumscribed and defined so that you can use
the same tools throughout the software cycle. 

We believe this paradigm is still well
suited to software development scenarios in
which there is a large degree of instability in
the initial specifications, as well as those in
which the hardware platform is being mod-
ified or is unknown in the software devel-
opment phase. It is also appropriate for
those cases in which the software’s operat-
ing conditions are uncertain and lots of
changes and modifications will have to be
made. It is particularly useful when these
modifications are to be handled by people
with little technical experience regarding the
software in question. 

Our approach might seem similar to the
evolutionary model of software develop-
ment (from the viewpoint of rapid prototyp-
ing).5 However, we are less ambitious: we
simply propose the development of main-
tainable software. 
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